there are “unenlightened” forces, often in “high places” within your governmental structures, these forms also exist with this fourth-dimensional reality.

The Zeta need your help to integrate themselves into this system, but of even more importance, those working toward enlightenment in that dimension need your help to redirect some of the misguided projects taking place within their world. One of these projects in particular must be shifted, for if it is not its pattern will manifest in your world, in your future. It is the project of the old Zeta agenda and the secret Interior Government that we previously discussed in relation to your three-dimensional system. In this fourth-dimensional system this project has progressed farther than it presently has within your system. In earlier chapters we reviewed some of the aspects observable within a Zeta-ruled society. What is taking place within this fourth-dimensional Earth represents the evolution of that society. In this locality the “Invisible Big Brother” has done a number of things, which have left the inhabitants of that time-space coordinate without many of the freedoms you presently enjoy. Here, the Interior Government has chosen to barter the organic resources of their planet to intrusive ET factions within their galaxy. Energy is being siphoned from their planet and their people, and is being directed into other planetary systems. The consequences for them are dire if the project moves forth into their future. Not only will they destroy the planetary balances of their own system, but they will set in motion a chain reaction that will literally cut off this world, and its surrounding galaxies and inter-dimensional counterparts, from the time matrix grid. They will “rip a hole in the fabric of time,” so to speak. In the sectors of future time where this has occurred, your three-dimensional system was also cut off from its higher dimensional grid. In that line of probable future development of Earth, the Earth meets an untimely end in the year 2976 AD. The 2976 AD cataclysm is further addressed in Voyagers Volume II: The Secrets of Amenti.

All of us who are concerned with human and universal evolution to enlightenment are helping to avert this probability. We are trying to disconnect your Earth coordinate from the adjacent system that is in peril. In order to do this, and to stop this pattern from manifesting within your reality, the pattern must be altered from above, within and below its frequency placement. Your world exists below, and your help is needed.

In this fourth-dimensional system the Interior Government works “behind the scenes” while a “puppet government” maintains the illusion of freedom for the people. The “One-World Order” is in place within this world and so this governmental structure applies globally. Here the Interior Government is particularly interested in creating a human-like hybrid mutation, but not in combination with the Zeta race. In this system the Zeta plan “backfired,” and they were “denied the fruits of their labors,” as the technol-